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Man scrambles to his feet, side shot with watch on 
table in foreground, it reads IMMINENT THREAT, 
REPORT TO HQ Immediately

TV in background: “Kruk I don’t think those cleats 
he’s got on are regulation”

 Man holding watch, worry on his face

TV in background: “Me neither Kuip, I guess that 
means Blanco’ll come in as a defensive replacement”
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That cutter was dirty! He 
had no chance at it, Kuip.

Well, I guess that 
means Blanco’ll 
come in for defense.

The Center Field-
er is flying away!

*BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP*

What in the world 
is going on?!?!

Kruk, I don’t think 
those rocket shoes 
are regulation.

Jenkins’s house in Chile (now with MLB network!).

Commander 
Ankile’s gonna 

kill me.
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Iota Base, twenty-five 
hours later.



   6 people around a table, each has a file in front them 

    
   Head, based off Kitty Pryde/rogue

 Person     Person

 Waldorf

Now she is angry, “OH WAIT 
THAT’S Exactly what happened

Now she is angry, “OH WAIT 
THAT’S Exactly what happened

Comedian looks ashamed,
 “i’m sorry” 

 
“Just go sit down”

Shows comedian doing that 
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It’s not like 
you were on 

call in the      
 US.

Oh 
wait...

I said I 
was sorry.

Just 
go sit 
down.

This mission is of the 
utmost importance,

Each of you has been    
called here today

            for a reason. 

You each have a 
unique skillset. 

A skillset that will help 
us defeat our enemy. 

Dr. Biju and I handpicked 
each of you.

Some for 
your knol-
wedge of 

the enemy.

Some for, your access 
to unique gadgets.

Some 
for your 
skills in 
combat.

Regardless, I hope 
you’re all ready.
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14 years ago NASA discovered intelligent life on Venus. 

14 years ago NASA discov-
ered intelligent life on Venus. 

A species of humanoid frogs, 
impervious to Venus’s harsh 

heat, who eat carbon dioxide. The EPA conducted co-
vert-kidnapping operations 
with the goal of improving 
carbon capture programs. 

They were unaware the Frog 
People were intelligent until 
they got them back to Earth. 

Now they see us humans as 
a threat, and have vowed to 

wipe us out.

For the past ten years we 
have been sending the 

children of those the EPA 
kidnapped back to serve as 

spies.

Yesterday, Carl 
became the first 

spy to return. 

He brought with 
him a plan made by 

the Frog People’s 
Ministry of Defense.
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Image traced picture of the Sun 
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Close up of Kitty Pryde

It’s our job to stop them. 

Over Kitty Pryde’s shoulder

A secondary goal of this mission is to show the Frog 
People that we aren’t a threat to them. Thus, destroying 
their fleet is not an option. 

A plan to blot out the Sun, 
tomorrow afternoon

And it’s 
up to us 
to stop 
them. 

Peacfully. 

The Frog ships are powered by something called 
G-Force. which creates energy through constructive 

interference of sound waves.

Simply talking is 
enough to shut 

down the engines.

Other sounds waves are 
a huge issue for these 

types of engines.

Which isn’t an issue 
for the telepahtic 

frogs.
G-Force also can’t 

propel ships as fast 
as our engines can.
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CU of Lester who says:

“Wait but aren’t we going towards the 
Sun? I thought that would mean we 
should leave during the day.”
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Jenkins will take 
it from here.

Rest up everyone. We 
leave at 11:53 tonight. 

Wait, shouldn’t 
we leave during 
the day to go to 

the Sun?

 
    I’ll explain later. 
Just go play the 
flute or whatever 

sound-wave-scientist    
   turned MLB players   

  do to relax.

You heard the 
man, let’s gets 
some rest. Big 

mission tonight. 
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Meanwhile, above Venus.
Red leader here, we’re 
good to go for mission 
Screw People Forever.

Rodger that. 

Rodger that. 

Rodger that. 

Rodger that. 

Rodger 
that. 

To be continued... 
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Nvdo Walosi Ugisgo 
By Nicholas Melvin 

At 12:05 pm on July 20th, 1506, the moon passed directly between the Earth and the 

Sun—bringing darkness to lunchtime for the Cherokee of modern-day Tennessee.1 For two minutes and 

forty seconds, the Sun was gone. You can only imagine the bafflement they must have felt. Solar eclipses 

are incredibly rare; the next one in Cherokee nation wouldn’t be until October 1623—over 117 years 

later! Luckily, they already knew what was going on. It was that damn frog! A few times a year, a 

celestial frog tried to eat the Moon. Luckily, there was something they could do about it. Everyone in the 

nation would scream and shout—making as much of a ruckus as they could. This would show the 

frog!—you can’t mess with the Sun any more than you can the Moon! 

Today when solar eclipses happen, there are very few members of the Cherokee nation to scare it 

off. As a result, solar eclipses are getting longer and longer each time the frog returns. Someday, when the 

Cherokee’s numbers have dwindled so far that the frog no longer pays them heed, it’ll finish its stellar 

snack and lunar lunch, killing Earth’s life-force. 

Ok, so that last paragraph isn’t quite true, but the Cherokee tradition is—or was. Today, Cherokee 

culture—along with the rest of Native American culture—is on the precipice of extinction. From manifest 

destiny in the early days of the USA to forced sterilization in the late 20th and (to a lesser extent) the early 

21st century, the history of America and the people who were here first is as disgusting as history can be. 

These horrors (and many more) have left a lasting scar on all wakes of natives’ life, haunting them 

through the modern era.  

Nick Melvin hopes to serve as a bullhorn for Native American culture in hopes of spreading 

awareness for the modern plights of Native Americans—we can’t undo the past but it is beyond necessary 

that we hold our government accountable for what they are still doing today. 

Melvin’s “Nvdo Walosi Ugisgo” is a prototype for a series of either comic books or graphic 

novels that would translate Native American stories to a medium that is easily shared. The ultimate goal 

1 https://eclipse2017.nasa.gov/history-along-track & 
https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEsearch/SEsearchmap.php?Ecl=15060720  

https://eclipse2017.nasa.gov/history-along-track
https://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEsearch/SEsearchmap.php?Ecl=15060720


of the project is to help Native American people break free of the systemic challenges that they still face 

in the 21st century. 

A full-edition of the graphic novel/comic book would be made with the help of Native American 

people of the tribe whose stories I am using in that edition. Since I didn’t have the opportunity to work 

with Cherokee people on the prototype, it mainly focuses on giving a taste of how a translation to 

comic-form would look. Each issue would end with the original Native American story made by members 

of the tribe and a full-page ad with information about modern Native Americans’ plights and how to help. 

All proceeds would go towards Native American charities. 

The prototype focuses on the Cherokee story explaining eclipses as a frog eating the Sun or Moon 

and prescribes loud noises as the way to stop the frog. The title’s literal translation from Cherokee is 

“Sun/Moon the frog eats it.”  


